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Abstract
Lingering biases of attentional selection affect the deployment of attention above and beyond top-down and bottom-up control. In this talk I will present an overview of recent studies investigating how statistical learning determines attentional selection. In all experiments we used variants of the classic additional singleton task in which participants searched for a salient shape singleton while ignoring a color distractor singleton. We show that a wide range of regularities modulate attentional prioritization. These include distributional regularities regarding the most probable location of the target or the distractor, regular trial-to-trial transitions (where the location of a target or distractor on trial n-1 predicts its subsequent location on trial n), within-object regularities, and regularities that associate a particular moment in time with a particular location. Even though participants are seldom aware of the statistical regularities present in the display, we show that these regularities have a large effect on attentional selection. Moreover, we show that this learning is highly flexible and adaptive. By using a new ‘pinging’ technique using EEG, we can reveal the invisible, latent topographical landscape of spatial ‘priority’ maps, that represent how attention is biased towards specific location within the visual field.
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